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Hook:
Lil momma got a gun gun gun gun
must stand in your trunk, trunk, trunk trunk
so I told to let it bomb bomb bomb bomb
make your boy say oh oh oh oh.
Lil momma got a gun gun gun gun
must stand in your trunk, trunk, trunk trunk
so I told to let it bomb bomb bomb bomb
make your boy say oh oh oh oh.
This haters on one, me I'm on foe,
..know they go up, lambo
I ain't heard that guess you hoes, am I cold
take to the club so I pretend ..
touch down fresh coop and I'm in my show
..steady I'm stopped them blamers go
spot pack me I'm looking for a fat ass
on my bullshit, where the Goose call me fat ass
hater don't over her with your mad ass,
can't you see I'm on her she got mad ass,
her back loud like she got six twelve in it
Louie so I told her let me put some air in it
No been to kay but bump bump bump bump
girl is like you need a jump jump jump jump
what you do it all that, jump jump jump jump
I mean dunk, won't you let a nigga slamp dunk
Hook:
Lil momma got a gun gun gun gun
must stand in your trunk, trunk, trunk trunk
so I told to let it bomb bomb bomb bomb
make your boy say oh oh oh oh.
Lil momma got a gun gun gun gun
must stand in your trunk, trunk, trunk trunk
so I told to let it bomb bomb bomb bomb
make your boy say oh oh oh oh.
Say it baby, say it baby
Look yeah,
mama you know how it go,
let me jump off in that thing you're..mow
beat it up, eat it up, go run the hoe,
you can ride might see, don't see and goodbye to go
yeah, shake it like the twerk team,
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I'm so high I'm fucking with you earth leans
tryin to get it to the pedal earth, earth scream
after this when is time to deep, deep earth things
No been to kay but bump bump bump bump
girl is like you need a jump jump jump jump
what you do it all that, jump jump jump jump
I mean dunk, won't you let a nigga slamp dunk
[Hook:]
Yeah shake it like the twerk team
shake shake it like the twerk team,
shake it, shake it like the twerk team
don't head the mama, you work team.
They shake it like the twark team
shake shake it like the twerk team,
shake it, shake it like the twerk team
don't head the mama, you work team.
[Hook:]
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